OGLEBLOTZER OUTLINES BACKGAMMON BUILDING

Bringly Balks at Brownstone as Sad Students Satisfy Sudden Sleep

SOUTH DAKOTA QUARTZ

"Give Me Quarts, or Give Me Pints" Fifeid Pinsillos Principaal In Chapel Address Before Ten Students

Outlining briefly the original cause which brought it about, and dwelling from time to time on the salient features of the new plan, President Reu­

Yesterday Evening from Dan to Beersheba.

FACULTY PENTATHLON SQUAD

Which Sold-New Student Union (Shenandoah) Yesterday Afternoon from Dan to Beersheba.

SHORTY SHEPHERD SHAKES COLONEL B. COSTELLO

Pentathlon Pulls Until Shark of English A. E. Brooks Whimming Record

TALKS INCENTANELY

Costella, S. Duck, and Ogleblotz Forced to Admit New Champion as Shohopee Lad Takes Seabury Shower

NORWICH OUTNOSES YE. NIPPING NEEDLESS 58

Trumplees Trinity Trackmen as Wee William Welivar Jumps 22 Feet

NORWICH Unatvated Trinity in a dual track meet at Trinity Field last Saturday. The final score was Norwich 68, Trinity 58. Although TRIPOD was able to hold her own in the running events, Norwich settled the outcome by superiority in the field events, and that's not the hall of it.

In spite of Norwich's taking the first three places in the discus, to­

NORTHERN TITLES TOTTIES WHILE WESLEYAN WINS

Brunot, Briton, and Granger All Play Briliiantly for Wesleyan

Fighting bravely against odds which it knew were too strong to be overcome by mere grit (try some of Mrs. Dooley's in your class, U. S. Spinach), the University Tennis Team went down by the overwhelming score of 9 to 0 to a powerful Wesleyan team, Britton, Martini, Briton, and Granger. No number one man, and Jack (Chosa 1930), Wes­

Norwich University defeated Trinity in a dual track meet at Trinity Field last Saturday. The final score was Norwich 68, Trinity 58. Although Trinity was able to hold her own in the running events, Norwich settled the outcome by superiority in the field events, and that's not the hall of it.

In spite of Norwich's taking the first three places in the discus, to­

(Continued on page 4.)

(Continued on page 3.)

BEER POLL BETOKENS BEER GARDEN RETURN AS BOOZERS BALLOT

Faculty Favors Fifteen Percent. and Bigger Bunks for All Budweiser Brides

COSTHELLO CRACKS QUIP

Qantes Kant and Queens Quecles as Ogleblotz Tells Harvard Story to Stiglicious Audience of 1

The results of THE TRIPPOD's beer garden poll, which has been carried on among the faculty of Trinity College for the past ten years, has resulted in a result of Dean Mendell's famous call to arms at New Haven, follow: Number favoring return of beer garden serving 6% beer... Number favoring return of beer serving 16% beer... Number favoring return of beer serving 8% beer... Number favoring return of beer serving 9% beer... Number favoring return of beer serving 15% beer... Number favoring return of beer serving 12% beer... Number favoring return of beer serving 8% beer... Number favoring return of beer serving 16% beer... Number favoring return of beer serving 9% beer... Number favoring return of beer serving 15% beer... Number favoring return of beer serving 12% beer...

In no case has there been a mem­

(Continued on page 4.)
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track, rolling over and over and making loud noises (the noise of the barge-roarer, as you will remember is something like the familiar "Yolcho" in nature). Costello, however, summoned all his reserves and looked bored, a trick which won the event for him and spoke well for his recent courses at Harvard. At no time was he threatened again during the race, although several other contenders tried the baggage-rolling trick.

In the truck-run, Pa Barrette walked away from the field with comparative ease, although Highby Hut made a final nervous sprint to get into a hard-earned second place. Barrette, dressed in the conventional khaki outfit, managed to make the 440-yard dash in 3 minutes, 22.5 seconds, coming within three seconds of the record established by the famous Dr. Duck three years ago.

Shorty Shepherd, running a game but losing race, stumbled blindly across the finish in the time of 4 minutes, 36.4-5 seconds, taking third place as the stands roared.

In the third event, this same Shorty Shepherd, rallying bravely, showed some of the style which was to win the afternoon for him. Talking in a deep undertone, and conserving his energy with an occasional swig of beer, he managed to talk for fifty minutes actual running time with an increase of only 1.5 of a pulse-beat, setting a new record for the event. Costello, who finished second with an increase of 4.6 of a beat, was almost disqualified at 43.3-5 for becoming suddenly red in the face. Pa Barrette, in spite of an occasional lapse into native Sammeri, finished a very creditable third, completing two pages of the Atharva Veda for descent.

In the fourth event, only two men, Barrette and Costello qualified in the preliminaries, Barrette being disqualified for taking shots at a cat and a man who said he coached football, and Hut being disqualified for taking three shots at Costello. Barrette, taking a position just above the chapel bell, accounted for 144 starlings (unrotated), and 33 starlings (questionable). Costello shot 130 in Class A, and 66 in Class B, but had 33 points deducted from his final score for shooting thirteen English sparrows by mistake. Speculators on Meriden Mountain reported that it was a truly spectacular sight to watch the two men crawling about from turret to turret, blipping starlings as they went.

Turning almost sure defeat into victory, Shorty Shepherd, the pride of the English Athletic, was captured in a form mixed with a species of truancy which he claimed that he picked up either in Devonshire or Dorset, rallied in the last five minutes to nose Costello by one chin. Silence fell over Seabury as a gamer fighter stretched every effort to reach the grey crossbar, the explosion which greeted his last successful attempt was truly deafening— the joyful noise of a college paying tribute to one of its greatest men. Even Costello succeeded in bringing in a warm smile to his lips as he shook hands with Shorty ("Sapper") Shepherd, the winner of the nineteenth annual faculty pentathlon. As night settled over the campus, the soft, triumphant "hoop-de-ado" of the in­

NORWICH OUTNOSES N.Y. NIPPING NEEDLESS 5.

(Continued from page 1.)

to's beautiful sprint carried him over the line well ahead of Wright.

Coddard of Norwich started off the mile with a long perfect stride and stole a nice lead, but was unable to hold it for more than one lap when Sheldon Roots and Clement, another New­

Rallying bravely, showed some of the style which was to win the afternoon for him. Talking in a deep undertone, and conserving his energy with an occasional swig of beer, he managed to talk for fifty minutes actual running time with an increase of only 1.5 of a pulse-beat, setting a new record for the event. Costello, who finished second with an increase of 4.6 of a beat, was almost disqualified at 43.3-5 for becoming suddenly red in the face. Pa Barrette, in spite of an occasional lapse into native Sammeri, finished a very creditable third, completing two pages of the Atharva Veda for descent.

In the fourth event, only two men, Barrette and Costello qualified in the preliminaries, Barrette being disqualified for taking shots at a cat and a man who said he coached football, and Hut being disqualified for taking three shots at Costello. Barrette, taking a position just above the chapel bell, accounted for 144 starlings (unrotated), and 33 starlings (questionable). Costello shot 130 in Class A, and 66 in Class B, but had 33 points deducted from his final score for shooting thirteen English sparrows by mistake. Speculators on Meriden Mountain reported that it was a truly spectacular sight to watch the two men crawling about from turret to turret, blipping starlings as they went.

bars...
The SENIORS

say . . .

E VERY year the senior classes of several colleges vote the New York Herald Tribune their favorite newspaper.

Its virtues, they have told us, include:
- complete presentation of all the news without getting long-winded about it.
- special attention to news of the colleges: Not just sports news, although the Herald Tribune's sports pages are used as models by editors everywhere.
- a generous number of excellent features.
- the character, the ability and the willingness to improve itself constantly.

In other words, the New York Herald Tribune makes it a pleasure to keep up with what's going on. And the Herald Tribune of today is a more interesting newspaper than ever. Keep posted—and enjoy it. Every morning.

Read the

NEW YORK
Herald Tribune
For Sale Every Morning at Scher's and other News Stands at 8 o'clock

Trinity Men Prefer

THE HEUBLEIN
BARBER SHOP
58 Mulberry Street, Hartford.

Trinity Barber Shop

OVER THE ROCKS.
We Solicit Your Trade.
Best Workmanship.
209 ZION STREET.

THE SANITARY TAILOR
CLEANING, PRESSING, DYEING, REPAIRING
211 ZION STREET.

THE COLLEGE STORE
THE PLACE OF ACCOMMODATION
M. W. SCHER, Prop.
44 Vernon Street, Hartford, Conn.

Spring and Summer Samples, both Imported and Domestic, are here for your inspection.

S. Z. TOBEY
Phone 6-1763
Corner Vernon & Washington Sts.

THE UNIVERSITY TAILOR
With a reputation of 15 years' standing in making clothes especially for College Men.

The VALET SHOP TAILORS

OGLERBLERG OUTLINES BACKGAMMON BUILDING

(Continued from page 1.)

is too much of the light trim on our older buildings, and feels that the backgammon courts should properly be all of one kind of stone without any different color for the trim.

"It was natural, therefore, that we should consider with the architects other kinds of stone. It has finally been decided to use a Utah quartz, the trade name of which is "Rustic Buff." This particular stone can be supplied in unlimited quantities with efficiency and exactitude in cutting. It lends itself particularly well to Gothic construction. Part of the charm of Gothic building lies in contrast between the light and shadow. The architects all along have told me that they were in doubt as to whether a darker stone like our old building material would give enough contrast between the faces of a pattern and the shadow behind it. With the limestone we shall be able to get a much more glorious building because of the stronger contrast in light and shade.

"The question has been raised as to whether a building in different stone of a lighter shade would mar the unity of our college group. Naturally, this required careful study. We have finally concluded that the nature of the courts is such that it could very well stand out as something entirely different from the ordinary buildings of the college."

RANSACK READS RUNES
REGARDS RABID RUSSIA

The twentieth century can well be called an era remarkable for the sudden rise and development of new forms of verse. Nowadays there is this type of literature attained a higher standard than in Soviet Russia. Its exotic beauty and thrilling passion, powerful sway, yes, and its pathos too, will undoubtedly cause the writings of these poets to possess that life and fire to live forever in the minds of men. Below are translations of two anonymous Russian poems made by Dr. Luther Ransack, an eminent Basque theologian and chiropractor.

Wedil Wjyl; or
Three Yeast Cakes On A Raft
Olga
Every little bird in the church Stopped at Omsk
Knows
That I love you.
Will you fly with me in my Canoe?
Will you let the Gentle breezes waft us along The Baltic?
Oh, don't be like that.

"Heretic Hyperbolos.
Is there Anything?
Only the kitchen sink.

Dr. Luther Ransack.

BOOZERS' BALLOT FOR BEEF AND 13 RETURN.
(Continued from page 1.)

will long be remembered in the history of our great country."

---C. E. (Prexy) Reeder.

"All beer should be taken with a grain of salt."

It will be noted that only six of the six statements published favor the return of the beer garden. At the TRIPOD, in taking the poll, has endeavored to be entirely impartial in dealing with all sides of the subject in the publications. The nation-wide beer garden movement, with the heat of a climaxed in the great TRIPOD poll, was started in April by Dean Mandelstam of Yale, who got a little more publicity for his alma mater (or, should we say, politics by saying in the presence of a reporter that he favored the return of the beer garden.

THE BLACKJACK.

(Continued from page 2.)

Once upon a time, when there were fewer children at Trinity, it was quite the thing to be thrown off the street car at the corner of Vernon and Broad. To be prepared for any possible inability to navigate, on the part of the gay students who were there deposited, delegations of under-classmen were on hand to carry the happy but helpless gentlemen to their respective beds.

On one of those evenings, the eve of an important football game, the captain of the team might have seen carrying the unconscious frame of a team-mate, with the anxious help of the regular workers. We imagine the sleeper was safely tucked away and all was quiet. But the next morning there was consternation.

The captain had been observed in the act of bending his elbow to a glass of beer, and the report was sufficient to bar him from the game. By an ironical twist of fate, the man whom he helped carry to bed played as his substitute.

By the way, we have observed much the same miscarriage in these matters even in those enlightened years at Trinity.

---

We are, in the next issue, to voice our results of an investigation into the whys and wherefores of "beer and loss," and the reasons why they can occur. An investigation of the library followed.

Yours in melancholy,

THE BLACKJACK.

HOW ABOUT YOUR COLLEGE EXPENSES FOR NEXT YEAR?

Write us immediately for a good money-making proposition selling:

(1) college and fraternity jewelry, including class rings; (2) attractive high-grade individual stationery, printed to customers' order; (3) complete line of felt and leather goods, and (4) all styles of college belts carrying buckles, with or without your college colors.

In your letter, state which of the above four interests you, and be sure to give two references and your summer address.

Indian Sales Agency,
Williamsburg, Va.

SLOSSBERG
Tailingor Parlor
The well known Trinity Tailor
High Class and Fashionable Tailing
Dress Suits and Tuxedos our Specialty
65 Lincoln Street, Hartford.
Telephone 9-1165.

A REAL BOOK SHOP

Edwin Valentine Mitchell
BOOKSELLER, PUBLISHER AND PRINT DEALER.
27 Lewis Street, Hartford.

MAC'S MODERN BARBER SHOP
Just Across the Line from Vernon Street
Modern Sanitary Service, where one always gets a nice chair.
A. NORMAN, Proprietor.
361 ZION STREET.

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

Arranged by
KEN MACKAY
332 ASYLUM STREET
Telephone 7-1157

PLIMPTON'S
Stationers, Engravers, Printers
252 Pearl Street, at Ann

A Complete Music Store
Conducted for You and Yours Who Are Musical

MCCOY'S Inc.
22 Asylum St.
Hartford

624 Main St.
New Britain

SLOANE'S
Tailoring Parlor
The well known Trinity Tailor

THE TRIPOD

have chosen your life work?

In your field of health service the Har­vard Dental School is completely equipped with air conditioning, a staff of 100 instructors and a library of 100,000 volumes. It has one of the highest graduation rates in the country. Write for complete information.

Mr. and Mrs. (or whatever the name is) easterners who want to get a little more culture can make a trip to Mr. and Mrs. East's home at 59 Clarendon St., New York, or pay a visit to Mr. and Mrs. East's college, Harvard.

DENTAL SCHOOL,
HARVARD UNIVERSITY.